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If you dream of straight and sexy hair, Amor Professional is now offering you the 
unique opportunity to realize your dream. Amor Professional will launch the NEW 
CHOCOLATE BLOWDRY HAIR TREATMENT to the international market this 
month... 

 

Upon recommendation by her stylist, Nicole Richie, who is followed avidly across 
the world by her fans, has taken her place among the ranks of other famous stars 
such as the top model Elizabeth Hurley and Lindsay Lohan using the Chocolate 
Blowdry Treatment… 

Can a hair product change your life?  
Especially for women, who have to spend hours at hairdressers just to find a solution 
to their curly and frizzy hair, Amor professional promises a sexy, feminine, elegant 
and sophisticated look. The product continues to be effective for a period of 4 to 5 
months following its application… 



The Glory of Gold is reflected on your hair…  
The creator of the brand and Beauty Exper  Chai Moore states that you cannot take 
your eyes of the lustre created on blond hair especially by the gold dust available in 
the GOLD Line of Amor Professional, which has been accepted worldwide as an ideal 

product for the modern and active 
businesswomen of the fast paced world of today… 

The chocolate that no woman can say no to 
is now at Amor Professional…  
Amor Professional, which has silicon and cacao 
extracts besides keratin that is one of the 
building blocks of human body as its ingredients, 
restores your hair back to its healthy, shiny, 
straight and well-maintained state… 

The product straightens the hair and in the 
process it moisturizes and provides care. With its 
chocolate content that no woman can say no to, 
Amor Professional is a candidate to become an 
indispensable tool especially for the working 
women… 

You can try Amor Professional at most well-
known hair salons around the world... 

About Us 
In today’s life, we live in a very fast pace world. 
Women in our society have been expected to be 
independent and have more responsibilities. 

Chai Moore, Founder & Beauty Expert wanted to give women all over the world the 
ability to be and feel beautiful from the inside-out! 

Best known for her magical beauty recipes and image styling tips she has recently 
taken her extensive knowledge to the next level sharing her natural beauty secrets 
by offering the finest products to women around the globe. Read more... 

PUBLIC RELATION CONTACT  
Email: chai@amorprofessional.com  
New York Tel: 1 (917) 512 9955  
New York Fax: 1 (646) 861 4875 
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